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VYPYR™ 15, 30, 75, 100, 60 Tube &120 Tube



Intended to alert the user to the presence of uninsulated “dangerous voltage”  within the product’s 
enclosure that may be of sufficient magnitude to constitute a risk of electric shock to persons. 

Intended to alert the user of the presence of important operating and maintenance (servicing) instructions 
in the literature accompanying the product. 

CAUTION: Risk of electrical shock — DO NOT OPEN! 
CAUTION: To reduce the risk of electric shock, do not remove cover. No user serviceable parts inside. Refer 
servicing to qualified service personnel. 

WARNING: To prevent electrical shock or fire hazard, this apparatus should not be exposed to rain or 
moisture‚ and objects filled with liquids‚ such as vases‚ should not be placed on this apparatus. Before 
using this apparatus‚ read the operating guide for further warnings. 

Este símbolo tiene el propósito, de alertar al usuario de la presencia de “(voltaje) peligroso” sin aislamiento 
dentro de la caja del producto y que puede tener una magnitud suficiente como para constituir riesgo de 
descarga eléctrica. 

Este símbolo tiene el propósito de alertar al usario de la presencia de instruccones importantes sobre la 
operación y mantenimiento en la información que viene con el producto. 

PRECAUCION: Riesgo de descarga eléctrica ¡NO ABRIR! 
PRECAUCION: Para disminuír el riesgo de descarga eléctrica, no abra la cubierta. No hay piezas útiles 
dentro. Deje todo mantenimiento en manos del personal técnico cualificado. 

ADVERTENCIA: Para prevenir choque electrico o riesgo de incendios, este aparato no se debe exponer a 
la lluvia o a la humedad. Los objetos llenos de liquidos, como los floreros, no se deben colocar encima de 
este aparato. Antes de usar este aparato, lea la guia de funcionamiento para otras advertencias.  

Ce symbole est utilisé dans ce manuel pour indiquer à l’utilisateur la présence d’une tension dangereuse 
pouvant être d’amplitude suffisante pour constituer un risque de choc électrique. 

Ce symbole est utilisé dans ce manuel pour indiquer à l’utilisateur qu’il ou qu’elle trouvera d’importantes 
instructions concernant l’utilisation et l’entretien de l’appareil dans le paragraphe signalé. 

ATTENTION: Risques de choc électrique — NE PAS OUVRIR!
ATTENTION: Afin de réduire le risque de choc électrique, ne pas enlever le couvercle. Il ne se trouve 
à l’intérieur aucune pièce pouvant être reparée par l’utilisateur. Confiez I’entretien et la réparation de 
l’appareil à un réparateur Peavey agréé.

AVIS: Dans le but de reduire les risques d’incendie ou de decharge electrique, cet appareil ne doit pas etre 
expose a la pluie ou a l’humidite et aucun objet rempli de liquide, tel qu’un vase, ne doit etre pose sur 
celui-ci. Avant d’utiliser de cet appareil, lisez attentivement le guide fonctionnant pour avertissements 
supplémentaires.

Dieses Symbol soll den Anwender vor unisolierten gefährlichen Spannungen innerhalb des Gehäuses 
warnen, die von Ausreichender Stärke sind, um einen elektrischen Schlag verursachen zu können. 

Dieses Symbol soll den Benutzer auf wichtige Instruktionen in der Bedienungsanleitung aufmerksam 
machen, die Handhabung und Wartung des Produkts betreffen. 

VORSICHT: Risiko — Elektrischer Schlag! Nicht öffnen! 
VORSICHT: Um das Risiko eines elektrischen Schlages zu vermeiden, nicht die Abdeckung enfernen. 
Es befinden sich keine Teile darin, die vom Anwender repariert werden könnten. Reparaturen nur von 
qualifiziertem Fachpersonal durchführen lassen.

WARNUNG: Um elektrischen Schlag oder Brandgefahr zu verhindern, sollte dieser Apparat nicht Regen 
oder Feuchtigkeit ausgesetzt werden und Gegenstände mit Flüssigkeiten gefuellt, wie Vasen, nicht auf 
diesen Apparat gesetzt werden. Bevor dieser Apparat verwendet wird, lesen Sie bitte den Funktionsführer 
für weitere Warnungen.
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	 	 Duración por Día en Horas Nivel de Sonido dBA, Respuesta Lenta

	 	 8 90
	 	 6 92
	 	 4 95
	 	 3 97
	 	 2 100
	 	 1 1⁄2	 102
	 	 1 105
	 	 1⁄2	 110
	 	 1⁄4 o menos 115
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Welcome to the most advanced modeling amplifier on the planet .....the VYPYR™.

Whether you have purchased a VYPYR 15 or a VYPYR Tube 120 you have made the decision to 
participate in a revolution in amp modeling and a new standard for tone.  

After 43 years of experience building tube amplifiers and working with analog distortion, Peavey 
has finally combined true analog distortion with advanced digital effects algorithms to create the best 
sounding modeling amp on the planet, period.  The VYPYR is significantly different from other mod-
eling amplifiers for several reasons, but the primary reason and key to tone is ANALOG distortion.  
Years spent perfecting our patented TransTube® technology have paid off in allowing us to combine 
REAL ANALOG distortion with one of the most advanced processors in ANY modeling amplifier, the 
266 MHz Dual Core SHARC. This amazing combination of technology allows the VYPYR to operate 
up to five effects simultaneously while maintaining the real sound of an ANALOG amplifier.  What 
this means to you is unlike our competition, your amp will not only sound great at home, but incred-
ible on stage and in the studio as well.   

CONGRATULATIONS and enjoy your VYPYR.....

Before you begin playing through your amplifier, it is very important to ensure that the product has the proper AC line 
voltage supplied. You can find the proper voltage for your amp printed next to the IEC line (power) cord on the rear panel 
of the unit. Each product feature is numbered. Refer to the front panel diagram in this manual to locate the particular fea-
tures next to its number.

VENTILATION: For proper ventilation, allow 24" clearance from nearest combustible surface.



Quick Start
1 2 3 4 5 6 7  8 9 10 11 12
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0 - Input
If you are having trouble figuring out what this is then please put the amp back in the box and get some 
drumsticks.*

1 - Stompbox Encoder Not available on the VYPYR 15

Turn this knob to select your desired pre-amplifier effect if any.  Just think, 11 pedals you’ll NEVER 
have to buy!  Press the encoder momentarily to enter Edit mode (15). 
 
2 - Amp Encoder
Turn this knob to select your amp model.  If the LIGHT IS RED you are on the HIGH GAIN CHAN-
NEL.  If the LIGHT IS GREEN you are on the LOW GAIN SETTING.  Press and HOLD FOR 2 SEC-
ONDS to enter tuner mode.  The LEDs around the Amp encoder will identify which note you are tuning 
(or the closest note).  At the same time the LEDs around Effects encoder (3) will indicate whether the 
note is sharp or flat.  If the green LED is to the RIGHT of the 12 o’clock position you are SHARP (tune 
down).  If the green LED is to the LEFT of the 12 o’clock position you are FLAT (tune up).  When ALL 
of the LEDs AROUND THE EFFECTS encoder come on, you are IN TUNE!

3 - Effects Encoder
Turn this knob to select any “rack” effect.  These are effects you might find connected to the effects 
loop of an amplifier.  Press the encoder momentarily to enter Edit mode (15).

4 - Pre Gain
Turn this knob to crank up the gain and dial in the amount of distortion you want out of the amplifier. In 
Edit mode, this knob controls parameter one of either the selected Stompbox or Effect (15).

*No drummers were harmed in the making of this manual.
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5 - Low Encoder
Low EQ adjustment.  In Edit mode, this knob controls Parameter 2 of either the selected Stompbox or 
Effect (15).

6 - Mid Encoder
Mid EQ adjustment.  In Edit mode, this knob controls the feedback of the delay effect.  Feedback is 
just the number of times the delay repeats.

7 - High Encoder
Hi EQ adjustment.  In Edit mode, this knob controls the level or amount of  the delay effect.  All the 
way to the left is zero and all the way to the right is max.

8- Post Gain
This is the individual preset volume. In Edit mode, this knob controls the amount of reverb.

9 - Aux Input
Plug in your favorite mp3 player, drum machine or CD player and play along.

10 - Master Volume
Turn it up, ours goes to 13!



Quick Start
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11 - Power Sponge™ Found on the VYPYR 75 and 100 only

This knob allows you to turn down the output section of the amplifier.  Don’t confuse this with the 
Master Volume control.  Power Sponge adjusts the amount of power the amp is capable of producing. 
This patented circuit allows you to get that full-on cranked sound at bedroom levels.

12 - Power
Turn it on!  Since VYPYRs have such advanced processing, they require a few moments to boot up.  
It’s very quick and you may not even notice it.  On the VYPYR tube amplifiers you will find the addi-
tion of a Standby switch.  This switch allows time to warm up the tubes.  Tubes need to be hot in order 
to produce the desired power and tone.  We suggest you allow at least three minutes before turning the 
standby switch on.

13 - Bank and Preset Select
Your VYPYR comes equipped with 12 factory presets.  These presets are in groups of 4 and savable 
to banks A, B and C.  To select a bank simply press the button at the far left.   The LED will indicate 
which Bank of four you are currently on.  Select which preset you’d like to hear by pressing one of the 
four buttons to the RIGHT of the BANK BUTTON.  If you want to erase our preset and put yours in, 
NO PROBLEM.  After you have configured the amp and it sounds good, then PRESS AND HOLD 
ONE OF THE PRESET BUTTONS just like a car radio.  Your tone is saved.

14 - Tap Tempo
Tap on this button to set the tempo of the Delay effect.  If you AREN’T HEARING ANY DELAY, 
enter EDIT mode (15) to TURN THE LEVEL UP.

CAUTION: The on/off switch in this unit does not break both sides 
of the primary mains.  Hazardous energy can be present inside the 
chassis when the on/off switch is in the OFF position.
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15 - Edit Mode
Okay this is where it doesn’t get complicated.  Edit mode simply changes encoders 4-8 to their alter-
nate function as indicated below the encoder.  When in Edit mode, the Edit mode LED will either be 
GREEN if you are editing EFFECTS, or RED if you are editing STOMPBOxES.  To enter Edit mode 
simply press either the Stompbox encoder (1) or the Effects encoder (3).  To exit Edit mode simply 
press the same encoder again.  

Any time you want access to the Delay or Reverb you will need to enter Edit mode!

16 - Headphone/Record Out
We really spent a lot of time making sure the headphone jack was studio quality, and because of that 
with the proper adapters (not supplied) you can use this output for recording. NOTE: SPEAKER IS 
MUTED WHEN HEADPHONES ARE IN USE!  Master Volume (10) controls headphone level.

17 - USB Record Out Not available on the VYPYR 15 or 30

The VYPYR USB Record out requires no drivers.  Just plug a standard USB cable into your computer 
and it will detect your VYPYR as an audio device.  Open your favorite recording program and start 
recording. Don’t worry, the output is microphone/cabinet simulated and will sound great right into your 
computer.  NOTE: Speaker is intentionally muted when USB output is in use although the headphone 
output is active for real time monitoring.   



What is with the crazy light show? 
It is to keep our amps from getting bored when they aren’t doing anything.  Don’t worry, when you 
plug your guitar into the amp the light show will automatically stop and will remain off for the 
remainder of your session.  If your cable is plugged into the amp when you power on, the light show 
will remain off.  If you want to disable the light show entirely, simply press and hold preset buttons 
3 and 4 simultaneously while turning on the amp.  The next time you turn on the amp, the light show 
will be disabled.,

Selection Encoders
To the right of the input jack the VYPYR™ is divided into THREE SECTIONS:  STOMPBOx select, 
AMPLIFIER select, and EFFECTS select control encoders.  By turning any of the encoders you will 
notice the corresponding LED will indicate the item you have selected.  

Why didn’t you put the amp knob on the left like other amplifiers?  The THREE sections are 
positioned from left to right in the ORDER you would find them in the signal path. STOMPBOxES 
usually come BEFORE the amplifier in the signal path, therefore we thought it best to put them 
FIRST on this amplifier.   



(Not available on the VYPYR™ 15):

The first encoder to the right of the input jack is the Stompbox selector.  
This control selects the Stompbox (Traditional floor effects unit) which 
is exactly like connecting your guitar to your favorite pedal and then 
into your amplifier.  With the Stompbox encoder you can select several 
unique distortion and boost pedals, combine these with clean (or lead) 
amplifier settings and get some pretty amazing tones.  Simply turn the 
Stompbox encoder to select the effect you desire.  If you want to adjust 
the parameters, simply PRESS the ENCODER to enter EDIT MODE 
(See Edit mode in Quick Start Guide)

Here is what you will find on the Stompbox encoder

XR Wild
Super hot overdrive pedal great for creating crunch tones in front of a clean amp setting. Or, use it 
in front of a dirty amp for a screaming, sustaining lead tone.  Parameter adjustments (Edit mode):  
P1 Level, P2 Drive.  

X Boost  
This setting is a type of BOOSTER, not really a distortion pedal or a clean boost. The effect colors 
your tone with a crunchy overdrive that boosts certain frequencies and warms the tone. Parameter 
adjustments: P1 Level, P2 Drive.

Fuzz  
Classic fuzz tone from the 60s and 70s. Try it with a clean amp setting on the Amp encoder.  Param-
eter adjustments: P1 Level P2 Drive.

BC Chorus
This unmistakable warm analog chorus model will no doubt be a staple in your preset arsenal.  Param-
eter adjustments: P1 Speed,  P2 Depth.

Squeeze  
This COMPRESSOR allows you to set the OUTPUT LEVEL and the SENSITIVITY at which it kicks 
in (Edit mode). Compressors can produce percussive, clicky sounds on clean guitar or mellow sustain 
for lead work. Try this stompbox effect on a clean channel and strike the strings softly at first and then 
harder to HEAR and FEEL the effect. Parameter Adjustments: P1 Level, P2 Sensitivity.

Stompbox Encoder

Try combining a TubeScrm with a clean (Green LED) Dlx!



Ring Modulator 
The Ring Modulator combines two waveforms and plays the sum and difference of the frequencies 
present in each waveform.  As you will hear this effect is certainly a little “off the wall,” but can be 
a lot of fun.  Parameter adjustments: P1 Carrier Frequency, P2 Mix.  

Auto Wah  
The Auto Wah uses frequency filter sweeps in the range typically associated with vocals to give the 
guitar a “wah” sound.  Parameter adjustments: P1 Speed, P2 Sweep Depth.

Analog Flange
Flanging is a time-based audio effect that occurs when two identical signals are mixed together 
with one signal slightly delayed. This delay produces a swept comb-filter effect. 

MOG 
An effect of our own creation.  MOG stands for “Monophonic Octave Generator.”  Basically we 
generate a signal ONE OCTAVE ABOVE the signal you are playing and another ONE OCTAVE 
BELOW.  This effect can get a little gnarly when used with chords so try it with single notes at 
first.  Parameter adjustments: P1 Octave UP level,  P2 Octave DOWN level

Analog Phase  
Analog Phase is an effect commonly confused with Flanging. Phasing uses changes in the frequen-
cy spectrum to create peaks and valleys in the audio signal.  

Tube Scrm 
Classic overdrive distortion with just a touch of MID BOOST.  Great in front of almost any amp 
model.  Try it in front of a clean DLx for starters. Parameter Adjustment:  P1 LEVEL, P2 DRIVE.

Stompbox Encoder



One of the most unique features of the VYPYR™ amplifier is the 
clean/overdrive select encoder.  Each of the amp modes contains 
TWO CHANNEL MODELS, usually the clean channel and the 
overdrive channel. In cases where the original amplifier has THREE 
CHANNELS (JSx®), we just picked our FAVORITE TWO.  Turn 
the encoder to select the amplifier model you desire. To select the 
channel model, simply PRESS the AMP ENCODER.  If the LED is 
GREEN, you are on the LESS DISTORTED (Clean/Green) channel 
of the two.  If it is RED (Red channel), prepare to “shred.”

A word about EQ:
When modeling amplifiers for the VYPYR we also painstakingly modeled the EQ and how EQ con-
trols functioned on the various amplifiers.  For instance, the JSx has active EQ on the lead channel, 
you will notice when you are on the Red channel model of the JSx that the EQ will act very different-
ly from that of a Green channel Twn.  You can expect the EQ for each amp model to behave exactly 
like the EQ behaves on the actual amp.  Therefore, on some models the EQ will have drastic effect, on 
others the EQ will have very little effect.  Experiment with each model to dial on the tone you want.

Twn
Green Channel: Very bright clean sound. For many players this tone is the standard for “Clean”.
Red Channel: This model was taken of a hot-rodded Twn with the reverb tube used as an extra gain stage.

Dlx
Green Channel: Vintage tweed with a Mid knob added. This amplifier breaks quicker than the Twn with less 
presence on the high end.  

Red Channel: Hot-rodded Dlx with a gain stage inserted after the tone stack.

Plxi
Green Channel: Classic rock tone, enough said.
Red Channel: Hot-rodded Plxi with an extra gain stage and additional tone shaping.

Amp Encoder



Brit
Green Channel: The sound of the British invasion.
Red Channel: The tone stack on this modeled amp was shorted (intentionally), so on this model the tone 
controls have limited response.

B-Kat
Green Channel: This class-A amp model offers a more modern rock distortion with a unique tone stack.
Red Channel: Hotter than the green channel.  A great distorted rock guitar sound.

Classic®

The Peavey Classic 50® is one of the most successful amps of all time. With its responsive gain structure and 
warm/punchy tone Classic® series guitar amps are revered by gritty blues benders, chicken pickin’ country cats 
and nouveau-Stones rockers alike. 

Green Channel: Clean channel using normal input and presence control at 7.
Red Channel: Lead channel using normal input and presence control at 7. 

XXX
The Peavey Triple xxx® is considered by many the ULTIMATE tone machine. As hot as the name implies, 
the xxx rips.  An amp not for the faint of heart.  Ultra and Crunch channels utilize active Bottom, Body, and 
Hair (lo, mid, hi) controls. 

Green Channel: Triple xxx clean channel, damping set to medium. 
Red Channel: Triple xxx Ultra channel, damping set to medium.

JSX®

Peavey and Joe Satriani set out to create an amplifier that would give the widest range of EQ options and gain 
structures possible. 

Green Channel: JSx 212 Combo Crunch channel, presence 6.5, resonance 9.
Red Channel:  JSx 212 Combo Ultra channel, presence 6.5, resonance 9.

Amp Encoder



6505®

The 6505 Series amps are the undisputed go-to guitar amps for scores of rock, hardcore and metal 
bands due to their raw tone, relentless power and road-proven reliability. The 6505 is still the unques-
tionable choice for an ever-expanding list of endorsers and has become the sound of metal the world 
over.

Green Channel: 6505 Plus Crunch channel, presence at 7, resonance at 7.
Red Channel: 6505 Plus Lead Channel, presence at 7, resonance at 7.

Rec
The Rec is a high-gain amp model with smooth (almost liquid) distortion.  Although this amp doesn’t 
have quite the gain of the 6505, it still has unique tone characteristics that some players find desirable. 

Green Channel: “Orange” channel, presence on 3.
Red Channel: “Red” channel, presence on 3.

K-Stein
Similar to the Rec, but with unique characteristics due to the 5881 power tubes in the modeled
amplifier. 

Green Channel: Crunch version of high gain channel, presence at 12 o’clock, sweep 12 o’clock.
Red Channel: High-gain channel, presence at 12 o’clock, sweep 12 o’clock.

DZL
A unique high-gain amplifier with a distinct bump in the low end around 80 Hz.  

Green Channel: Channel 2, presence at 12 o’clock, Deep at 12 o’clock.
Red Channel: Channel 4, presence at 12 o’clock, Deep at 12 o’clock.

Amp Encoder



The THIRD encoder from the left is the EFFECTS SELECTOR.  This 
encoder selects any desired “rack” effect.  The term Rack Effect is 
used to identify effect devices that would typically be found con-
nected to the effects loop on an amplifier.  These units are commonly 
designed to fit in a 19” wide rack, thus “rack effects.”  These effects 
are usually POST INPUT, post EQ and SOUND DISTINCTLY DIF-
FERENT than PREamplifier effects (Stompboxes). To select your 
effect, simply turn the encoder so the LED is adjacent to the effect you 
desire.

Octaver
Just as the name implies, this effect will produce a tone one octave below the note you are playing. 
Parameter Adjustments: P1 Mix (Amount of effect VS dry signal), P2 Octave level

Phaser
Unlike the Analog Phaser model on the Stompbox encoder, this phaser utilizes an eight stage process.  
Bottom line, much more of a phasing sound than you will find in a “Stompbox.”  Parameter Adjust-
ments: P1 Speed, P2 Depth

Rotary
This effect simulates the sound of a ROTATING SPEAKER.  Listen carefully to this effect and you 
will notice as the simulated speaker rotates you will hear a pitch shift due to the Doppler effect. Pa-
rameter Adjustments: P1 Speed, P2 Depth.

Reverse
As the name implies, just play something and it will play it back in reverse.  This effect is a ton of fun 
and will make YOU the life of every party!  Parameter Adjustments: P1 Time, P2 Mix

Pitch Shifter
A great way to change the pitch of the note you are playing!  With the Sanpera I or II optional foot-
switch, you can assign this effect to the foot controller and sweep from the original note to the note 
selected in the parameter adjustment.  Parameter Adjustments: P1 Interval, P2 Mix.

Effects Encoder



Flanger
Unlike the Analog Flanger model on the Stompbox encoder, this flanger uses a longer delayline.  Es-
sentially this causes the flanger to emphasize lower frequencies.  Parameter Adjustments: P1 Speed, 
P2 Depth.

Slap Back
A very quick, short REPETITION of the ORIGINAL NOTE that sounds like the note just “slaps back 
at ya.”  Chicken pickin’ anyone? Parameter Adjustments: P1 Time, P2 Mix.

Env Filter
Short for Envelope Filter this effect is similar to Auto-Wah.  The main difference is in the param-
eter adjustment.  With the Env Filter we allow you access to the “Q” (Width of the frequency band 
filtered) which allows you to stray far from the sound of an Auto-Wah. Parameter Adjustments: P1 
Sensitivity (Threshold), P2 Intensity (Q)

Chorus
SIMILAR to the ANALOG CHORUS on the Stompbox encoder but with a LONGER DELAYLINE.  
What does that mean?  Well it means this effect will allow you to create a “Wetter” signal than you 
would normally find on a “Stompbox” chorus pedal.  In fact at it’s most intense setting you can 
clearly hear a doubling effect on the signal. Parameter Adjustments: P1 Speed, P2 Depth

Tremolo
This effect is achieved through “amplitude modulation.”  Huh?  The note gets slightly louder and softer 
in rapid succession. Note: this effect is different from Rotary.  With Tremolo there is no pitch fluctuation.
Parameter Adjustments: P1 Speed, P2 Depth

Looper
I cannot tell you how fun the looper is, but try as we might we couldn’t figure out how to start and 
stop the looper properly WITHOUT a FOOTSWITCH.  So this function will require a Sanerpa I or 
Sanpera II foot controller.  Waste no time in making that purchase!  The looper will allow you hours 
and hours of fun.  Basically you can record any 30-plus seconds of anything, switch your tone (Preset) 
and play on top of that.  NOTE: the LED that corresponds to the looper on the encoder will turn on 
when recording or playing back the loop.

Effects Encoder



Restore Factory Default Settings
To restore your amplifier to factory default settings (THIS PROCESS WILL ERASE ANY PRESETS 
YOU MAY HAVE STORED) turn the amplifier off, press and hold preset buttons 1 and 2 simultaneously 
and turn the amp back on.  After a moment the LEDs will return indicating the amplifier has been reset.

STOMP      P1  P2            Notes
xR Wild  Level  Drive  Tone knob set to 12 o’clock, 12dB more gain than pedal

x Boost  Level  Drive  
Fuzz   Level  Drive  Russian model, tone at o’clock, 10dB more gain potential

BC Chorus  Speed  Depth  Filters set to 12 o’clock, flat

Squeeze  Level  Sensitivity 
Ring Modulator Freq  Mix  Modulation frequency from 80 hz to 2Khz

Auto Wah  Speed  Depth  At min Depth, Param1 serves as fixed  
Analog Flange  Speed  Depth  Depth combines Width and Regen of original pedal

MOG   Octave Up  Octave Down Level controls

Analog Phase  Speed  Depth  Depth adds regeneration for more intensity

TubeScrm  Level  Drive  Tone knob at 12 o’clock, 12dB more gain than pedal at max 

EFFECT      P1  P2           Notes

Octaver  Mix  Octave 
Phaser   Speed  Depth  8 stage phaser

Rotary Spkr  Speed  Depth 
Reverse  Time  Mix  Max Mix = 0/100 Dry/Wet, 250ms<T<1s

Pitch Shifter  Interval Mix   At Minimum Mix, Param1 controls Detune

Flanger  Speed  Depth  DelayLine=7ms

Slap Back  Time  Mix  Max Mix = 50/50 Dry/Wet,  50ms<T<167ms

Env Filter  Sensitivity Intensity (Q) 
Chorus   Speed  Depth  DelayLine=15ms

Tremolo  Speed  Depth  Period from 2 s to .2 s
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AMPS   

GREEN
Twn Clean   Trem Channel, bright switch ON
Dlx Clean   Vintage Tweed, with a MID tone knob added
Plxi Clean   Channel 2 - Presence at 5
Brit Clean   Non Top Boost (add AC boost pedal for that)
B-Kat Clean   Brilliance at 12 o’clock 
Classic 50® Clean  Normal input, Presence at 7
xxx Clean   Damping Medium
JSx® Clean   2x12 Combo, Crunch Channel, Resonance = 9, Presence = 6.5
6505® Clean   Crunch Channel, Resonance = 7, Presence = 7
Rec Clean   Orange Channel, Presence 3:00
K-Stein Clean   Crunch Version of Gain Channel, Presence 12:00, Sweep 12:00
Dzl Clean   Channel 2 - Presence at 12:00, Deep at 12:00

RED
Twn    Hot Rodded with reverb tube used as extra gain stage
Dlx        Hot rodded with extra gain stage after tone stack
Plxi     Extra Gain Stage and tone-shaping before tone stack,
Brit    Brian May amp - tone controls have limited response 
B-Kat    Brilliance at 12 o’clock, Mid control covers the -/0/+ toggle switch in  
    gain channel
Classic 50   Normal input, Presence at 7
xxx    Damping Medium
JSx      2x12 Combo, Ultra Channel, Resonance = 9, Presence = 6.5
6505     High Gain Channel, Resonance = 7, Presence = 7
Rec      Red Channel, Presence 3 o’clock
K-Stein     Gain Channel, Presence 12 o’clock, Sweep 12 o’clock
Dzl     Channel 4, Presence at 12 o’clock, Deep at 2 o’clock

Engineer`s Notes
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Rear View

0. Fuse
The fuse is located within the cap of the fuseholder.  If the fuse fails, THE FUSE MUST BE RE-
PLACED WITH THE SAME TYPE AND VALUE IN ORDER TO AVOID DAMAGE TO THE 
EQUIPMENT AND TO PREVENT VOIDING THE WARRANTY.  If the unit repeatedly blows the 
fuse, it should be taken to a qualified service center for repair.

1. IEC Inlet
U.S. Domestic AC Mains Cord
The mains cord supplied with the unit is a heavy-duty, three conductor type with a conventional 
120VAC plug with ground pin. If the outlet used does not have a ground pin, a suitable adapter should 
be used and the third wire grounded properly. All apparatus with class 1 construction shall be con-
nected to a mains socket with a protective earthing connection.

Never break off the grounding pin on any equipment. It is provided for your safety. The use of exten-
sion cords should be avoided but, if necessary, always use a three wire type with at least #14 AWG 
wire size.  Always use a qualified electrician to install any electrical equipment. To prevent the risk of 
shock or fire hazard, always be sure the amplifier and all associated equipment is properly grounded.

NOTE: For UK Only
If the colors of the wires in the mains lead of this unit do not correspond with the colored markings 
identifing the terminals in your plug, proceed as follows: (1) The wire that is colored green and yel-
low must be connected to the terminal that is marked by the letter E, the earth symbol, colored green 
or green and yellow. (2) The wire that is colored blue must be connected to the terminal that is marked 
with the letter N or the color black. (3) The wire that is colored brown must be connected to the termi-
nal that is marked with the letter L or the color red.
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2. Extension Speaker Out
Found only on the VYPYR™ Tube 60 and Tube 120.  If you have an extension speaker cabinet 
you may connect it here.  Make sure you have a speaker cable and not an instrument cable.  The 
store where you purchased your amplifier from should be able to supply you the proper cable.  
Also make sure your extension cabinet is rated at 16 Ohms. Failure to follow these instructions 
may cause damage to your amplifier.

3. 8 Pin MIDI Not available on the VYPYR 15
Connect your Sanpera I or Sanpera II here.  This particular style of MIDI jack provides power to the 
Sanpera foot controllers and is required for their operation.
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Logo referenced in Directive 2002/96/EC Annex IV
(OJ(L)37/38,13.02.03 and defined in EN 50419: 2005
The bar is the symbol for marking of new waste and 

is applied only to equipment manufactured after
13 August 2005


